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PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT MEETING 

A public involvement meeting (PIM) for the State Street and Veterans Memorial Parkway (VMP) 
Intersection project was held on April 2, 2015, at the Ada County Highway District (ACHD) Commission 
Room.  The open-house format meeting provided an opportunity for the public to review exhibits detailing 
the project, view a video with description and visualization of the intersection traffic operations, speak with 
Project Team members, and give feedback via a project-specific comment form.  Members of the Project 
Team from ACHD and Six Mile Engineering were on hand to answer questions. 
 
The meeting exhibit content included the project purpose and need, background, design elements, traffic 
data, detailed intersection layouts, and descriptions of other key project elements such as ThrU-Turns 
and two-stage pedestrian crossings.  All meeting materials are available on ACHD’s website located 
here:  http://www.achdidaho.org/Projects/PublicProject.aspx?ProjectID=240. 
 
Public comments were received through multiple formats, with most received at the meeting from 
comment forms.  Comments were later received through additional comment forms, an online survey, 
email and mail – see Table 1.  The online survey had the same questions as the comment form and was 
made available through ACHD’s website.  The comment period extended through April 16, 2015, though 
comments received since then have also been included in this summary.  
 
Table 1.  PIM attendance and comment summary 

Attendees 
Signed-In at 

PIM 

Comment 
Forms 

Received at 
PIM 

Comment 
Forms 

Received after 
PIM 

Online Survey 
Responses 
Received 

Email and Mail 
Responses 
Received 

Total 
Comments 
Received 

99 50 4 21 14 89 

Comment Form and Survey Responses 

The comment form and survey included three project-specific survey questions.  The first two questions 
asked respondents to express their degree of agreement or support using five-point scales. The final 
question was open-ended and is addressed in the Key Findings from Public Comments section.  Tables 2 
and 3 present the first two survey questions with tabulated responses for each source of comments. 
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PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY 

Table 2.  Question No. 1 response summary 

Do you agree or disagree with the 
ThrU-Turn design for State/Veterans 
Memorial Parkway/36th Street 
intersection? 

Comment Forms 
Received at PIM 

Comment Forms 
Received after PIM 

Online Survey 
Responses 

Total 
Votes Percent 

Total 
Votes Percent 

Total 
Votes Percent 

Strongly agree 17 34% 0 0% 4 19% 

Agree 10 20% 1 25% 2 10% 

Disagree 7 14% 1 25% 1 5% 

Strongly disagree 13 26% 2 50% 12 57% 

Not sure 3 6% 0 0% 2 10% 

 

Table 3.  Question No. 2 response summary 

Do you support installing a pedestrian 
crossing on Veterans Memorial 
Parkway at Glendale Street? 

Comment Forms 
Received at PIM 

Comment Forms 
Received after PIM 

Online Survey 
Responses 

Total 
Votes Percent 

Total 
Votes Percent 

Total 
Votes Percent 

Strongly support 19 39% 0 0% 4 19% 

Support 10 20% 2 67% 6 29% 

Neutral 7 14% 1 33% 6 29% 

Do not support 11 22% 0 0% 5 24% 

Strongly do not support 2 4% 0 0% 0 0% 

 

Key Findings from Question No. 1: 

• Of the responses received at the PIM, 54% agree with the ThrU-Turn design, 40% disagree and 
6% are not sure. 

• Of the responses received after the PIM, 28% agree, 64% disagree and 8% are not sure. 

• Overall, 45% agree, 48% disagree and 7% are not sure. 

Key Findings from Question No. 2: 

• Of the responses received at the PIM, 59% support the addition of a crossing on Veterans 
Memorial Parkway at Glendale Street, 26% do not support it and 4% are neutral. 

• Of the responses received after the PIM, 50% support it, 21% do not support it and 29% are 
neutral. 

• Overall, 56% support it, 25% do not support it and 19% are neutral. 
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Email and Mail Comments 

Fourteen emails and one letter were received regarding the project.  Of the fifteen comments, two are in 
support of the proposed intersection improvements, twelve are not, and one is undecided. 

Key Findings from Public Comments 

The first two comment form and survey questions asked respondents to explain their selections.  The 
third question asked, “Is there anything we missed or special considerations we need to take into 
account?”  General comments could also be offered on the form and in the survey.  From these 
comments and those received through email and mail, the following key issues have been identified: 

General Issues 

• Safety:  Respondents generally agreed that the existing intersection is unsafe for one or more 
types of users, though a few said existing safety is satisfactory. 

• Current Operations:  Respondents generally agreed that the existing intersection experiences 
undesirable levels of congestion during peak periods, but few respondents said that congestion is 
unacceptable during off-peak periods.  A substantial minority of respondents said that 
improvements are not needed. 

• Transit:  Most respondents did not comment on this issue, but a few said that buses stopping on 
State Street is currently a problem, and a few respondents said that the proposed design is 
beneficial to bus traffic. 

ThrU-Turns 

• Implementation:  Respondents were split on agreement with the ThrU-Turn design.  Reasons for 
agreement include increased traffic flow and safety.  Reasons for disagreement include 
decreased traffic flow, reduced safety, and increased complexity. 

• Additional Signals:  Most opponents of the design disliked the number of signals involved, often 
stating that more signals means more delay. 

• Other Implementations: A few respondents expressed familiarity with implementations of ThrU-
Turns elsewhere, such as in Utah, Michigan, Arizona, and Louisiana. 

• Turning Radius:  A few respondents said that large vehicles, such as RVs, would have difficulty 
or be unable to perform U-turns with the proposed design. 

• U-turn Storage:  A few respondents expressed concern that the storage for U-turning vehicles 
would be insufficient during peak periods and would spill back to the main intersection. 

Access and Impacts to Neighborhoods and Businesses 

• Neighborhoods:  Many of the opponents of the proposed design said that it would negatively 
affect adjacent neighborhoods, such as those around Arthur and Mercer, by limiting their access 
and increasing traffic on residential streets. 

• Businesses:  Several respondents said that the proposed design would negatively impact local 
businesses by limiting access. 
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Pedestrians and Bicyclists 

• Overall Improvements:  Most respondents felt that the existing intersection is unsafe for 
pedestrians and bicyclists, and approved of the proposed pedestrian and bicyclist improvements.  
Reasons for support include increased safety and access.  Reasons for opposition include lack of 
need and negative impact to automobile traffic.  Multiple respondents said that they could walk to 
Veterans Memorial Park but drive instead for safety.  Several respondents reported frequent 
sightings of people running across State Street. 

• Veterans Memorial Improvements:  Most respondents approved of the proposed pedestrian 
crossing on VMP.  A few respondents said that Glendale currently experiences substantial 
pedestrian and bicyclist traffic, and that improvements are required before increasing pedestrian 
traffic. 

• Alternative Improvements:  Many respondents requested grade-separated pedestrian crossings 
instead of the proposed crossing on VMP.  Most cited pedestrian and bicycle safety but the others 
did not want automobile traffic flow to be interrupted. 

Other Issues 

• Landscaping:  A few respondents requested landscaping to be included in the design, 
particularly on the medians. 

• Improvements Elsewhere:  A few respondents requested improvements to other intersections, 
such as VMP/Chinden and Collister/State, in addition to or instead of improvements to State/VMP. 

• Alternatives:  A few respondents offered alternatives to the proposed design, such as 
roundabouts, adding permitted left-turn phasing, disallowing left turns during rush hour on State 
Street, and reversible flow lanes.   
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Dear Mr. Zaragoza 

 

I attended the Open House for the subject project on April 2, 2015.  

 

I reviewed the materials for the open house and the Final Concept Report posted on the website.  

 

My comments are based on these materials and the conversations I had with staff at the open house. 

 

Here are my responses to the three questions on the Comment form distributed at the open house: 

 

1) I strongly disagree with the ThrU-Turn design. I have seen no proof that this will improve traffic flow 

thru the intersection. I did some research on the web, and this design is relatively new (3-4 years old). I 

did not find any evidence that this design actually improved traffic flow in real practice anywhere in the 

world. For the costs involved (Concept Report, table 3), this is not acceptable. I was not able to find 

whether any model analysis was completed to evaluate the expected traffic flow. If any was done, it is 

important that the expected range of the variables used to obtain results be evaluated (i.e., conduct a 

sensitivity analysis). Using just one set of observations or measurements in a model could produce 

erroneous or misleading results. 

 

2) I support a crossing at Glendale Street. 

 

3) I support the existing left-turn and thru- lane configuration with the addition of thru/right-turn lanes 

on NB VMP, and EB and WB State (this would produce three thru-lanes on EB and WB State (the far right 

also supporting right-hand turns) and two thru- lanes on NB and SB VMP/36thSt (the far right also 

supporting right-hand turns). I support bike lanes between the curb and right traffic lane in all 

directions. I also support the two-stage pedestrian/bicycle islands east and west of VMP/36th St with 

lights timed to minimize delays to thru traffic at the main intersection, and maintaining the existing 

pedestrian crossings at the intersection, itself. 

 

My response to comment (3), as I understand it, is the same as the proposed alternative- minus the 

pass-thru U-turns on State Street. I can understand how increasing the number of thru-traffic lanes will 

increase traffic flow through the intersection. But, I just can’t see how adding the pass-thru U-turn will 

make a difference. This feature adds another traffic control signal in each direction as vehicles complete 

the u-turn. How does that increase the flow of through traffic??  

 

Safety at the current intersection (0.59 crashes/Mvehicles) is not significantly different from the state 

average (0.58 crashes/Mvehicles) (Final Concept Report, p. 18). The design I describe in comment 3 

would provide an even safer crossing for pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

Thank you for providing opportunities to review and comment on this project. Please contact me if you 

have any questions or additional information related to my comments. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joseph Spinazola 

3742 N 39th St 

Boise 83703 

cahlrichs
Text Box
69



From: Adam Zaragoza
To: "h2jo@netzero.net"
Cc: Christy Foltz-Ahlrichs
Subject: FW: Open House Comments on State Street/Veterans Memorial Parkway/36th Str eet Intersection
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 8:11:44 AM
Attachments: State-VMPintersection.4-9-15.pdf

Joseph,
We have received your letter and will add it to the comments. Thanks!
 
From: h2jo@netzero.net [mailto:h2jo@netzero.net] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 6:09 PM
To: Adam Zaragoza
Cc: h2jo@netzero.net
Subject: Open House Comments on State Street/Veterans Memorial Parkway/36th Str eet Intersection
 
Please see attachment.

mailto:/O=ACHD MAIL/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AZARAGOZA
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Dear Mr. Zaragoza 


 


I attended the Open House for the subject project on April 2, 2015.  


 


I reviewed the materials for the open house and the Final Concept Report posted on the website.  


 


My comments are based on these materials and the conversations I had with staff at the open house. 


 


Here are my responses to the three questions on the Comment form distributed at the open house: 


 


1) I strongly disagree with the ThrU-Turn design. I have seen no proof that this will improve traffic flow 


thru the intersection. I did some research on the web, and this design is relatively new (3-4 years old). I 


did not find any evidence that this design actually improved traffic flow in real practice anywhere in the 


world. For the costs involved (Concept Report, table 3), this is not acceptable. I was not able to find 


whether any model analysis was completed to evaluate the expected traffic flow. If any was done, it is 


important that the expected range of the variables used to obtain results be evaluated (i.e., conduct a 


sensitivity analysis). Using just one set of observations or measurements in a model could produce 


erroneous or misleading results. 


 


2) I support a crossing at Glendale Street. 


 


3) I support the existing left-turn and thru- lane configuration with the addition of thru/right-turn lanes 


on NB VMP, and EB and WB State (this would produce three thru-lanes on EB and WB State (the far right 


also supporting right-hand turns) and two thru- lanes on NB and SB VMP/36thSt (the far right also 


supporting right-hand turns). I support bike lanes between the curb and right traffic lane in all 


directions. I also support the two-stage pedestrian/bicycle islands east and west of VMP/36th St with 


lights timed to minimize delays to thru traffic at the main intersection, and maintaining the existing 


pedestrian crossings at the intersection, itself. 


 


My response to comment (3), as I understand it, is the same as the proposed alternative- minus the 


pass-thru U-turns on State Street. I can understand how increasing the number of thru-traffic lanes will 


increase traffic flow through the intersection. But, I just can’t see how adding the pass-thru U-turn will 


make a difference. This feature adds another traffic control signal in each direction as vehicles complete 


the u-turn. How does that increase the flow of through traffic??  


 


Safety at the current intersection (0.59 crashes/Mvehicles) is not significantly different from the state 


average (0.58 crashes/Mvehicles) (Final Concept Report, p. 18). The design I describe in comment 3 


would provide an even safer crossing for pedestrians and cyclists. 


 


Thank you for providing opportunities to review and comment on this project. Please contact me if you 


have any questions or additional information related to my comments. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


Joseph Spinazola 


3742 N 39th St 


Boise 83703 
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APPENDIX B – ADDITIONAL COMMENTS  













From: Tellus
To: Adam Zaragoza; Christy Foltz-Ahlrichs
Cc: David Wallace; Barbara Kerbs; Tracy Flores; Alison Klingler
Subject: FW: What a Dumb Idea!
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2015 8:27:14 AM
Importance: High

 
 
From: loonnest@gci.net [mailto:loonnest@gci.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2015 7:22 PM
To: Tellus; Webmaster
Subject: What a Dumb Idea!
Importance: High
 

New Message from Contact Us Web Form

From: Kate Rice
Email: loonnest@gci.net
Points of Reference or Closest Intersection: State Street & 36th/Veterans Parkway
Comments: I travel straight thru this intersection at least twice a day. There is really no
problem with left turns. I worry more about the un-con trolled left turns that your plan will
require. Plus it will add lights (i.e. delays) to those of us moving straight. Please stop using
Boise commuters as test dummies.

~~ End Message ~~
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From: Projects
To: Adam Zaragoza; Christy Foltz-Ahlrichs
Cc: Alison Klingler; David Wallace; Tracy Flores; Barbara Kerbs
Subject: FW: thru-turn project
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:58:41 AM

 
 

From: Chad Roberts [mailto:chad@hoffmanautobody.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:47 AM
To: Projects
Subject: thru-turn project
 
I am concerned with the median in front of our building and the access in and out of
our parking lot. I would like to see the proposed median removed west of Arthur
street.
 
Chad Roberts
Hoffman Auto Body
3977 W. State Street
Boise, Idaho 83703
Office: 208-344-6214
Fax: 208-336-6769
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From: Tellus
To: Adam Zaragoza; Christy Foltz-Ahlrichs
Cc: Alison Klingler; David Wallace; Barbara Kerbs; Tracy Flores
Subject: FW: Veterans & 36th Street
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 8:31:34 AM
Importance: High

 
 
From: kashplusatm@gmail.com [mailto:kashplusatm@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2015 3:17 PM
To: Tellus; Webmaster
Subject: Veterans & 36th Street
Importance: High
 

New Message from Contact Us Web Form

From: Tom Durrant
Email: kashplusatm@gmail.com
Points of Reference or Closest Intersection: 
Comments: This Thru turn idea is the stupidest idea I've ever seen. How about timing the
lights as they should be. You people waste more taxpayer dollars than any other dept. Period

~~ End Message ~~
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From: Tellus
To: Adam Zaragoza; Christy Foltz-Ahlrichs
Cc: Alison Klingler; David Wallace; Barbara Kerbs; Tracy Flores
Subject: FW: state street
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:18:43 PM
Importance: High

 
 
From: lbauwens@cableone.net [mailto:lbauwens@cableone.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 5:20 PM
To: Tellus; Webmaster
Subject: state street
Importance: High
 

New Message from Contact Us Web Form

From: laurence bauwens
Email: lbauwens@cableone.net
Points of Reference or Closest Intersection: 1st collister/state 2nd 36th and state
Comments: your in huge trouble both intersections need nothing NOTHING leave them
alone!!!!!!!!!!!. or give the money to education. every year you have to close a section of
state WHY it is not needed. wouldn't it be nice to not look at a clean traffic free state leave it
alone. why are you doing stupid work on hill road IT DID NOT NEED IT leave us north
west enders alone go someplace else to waist money! no wonder the congress gets on your ass

~~ End Message ~~
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From: Adam Zaragoza
To: Christy Foltz-Ahlrichs
Subject: FW: Subject:State Street/Veterans Memorial Parkway/36th Street Intersection
Date: Thursday, April 23, 2015 8:53:51 AM

Just an FYI…but I don’t know what to make of this.
 

From: Cal Joski [mailto:cal.joski@joskiinsurance.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2015 7:09 PM
To: Adam Zaragoza
Subject: Subject:State Street/Veterans Memorial Parkway/36th Street Intersection
 
Adam,
 
I can’t imagine the hours you put into this project and for that I am grateful, 
 
We moved here 8 years ago and are active in the community we live in Star and 2 years ago
we cut down going downtown and traveling any where near state street. This only re-inforces
the reason why young people continue to leave and the true awesome human capital is drawn
to other areas of the country. 
 
The infrastructure is 20 years behind and, if that is how this valley looks forward we will
always be looking behind. In the past 18 months we have in our small circle of friends and
we seen awesome minds and people have left this valley, anyone with any ability to see this
issue and developed these plans is beyond silly. My heart goes out to you that this is what the
county has come up with, again it only furthers my determination not to ever reward this
valley with anything more.
 
Here is my answer roundabout with underground path for pedestrian and bikers it works in
the rest of the country and it would work there why would you do any thing else? If that
doesn’t work then stop issuing building permits old people moving here that are retired isn’t
going to pay the bills 25 years from now business and tax revenue will pay for many more
roads!
 
Cal
Cal Joski
cal@joskiinsurance.com
Joski Insurance
Mobile: 208-340-3216 
Office:800-506-9967 
joski@joskiinsurance.com 
joskiinsurance.com
Click here to open your HSA

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed 
and may contain CONFIDENTIAL material. If you receive this material/information in
error, 
please contact the sender and delete or destroy the material/information.
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